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Building Quality and Security into Financial IT Systems
Financial institutions rely on technology and innovation to deliver a competitive edge
and to comply with the stream of new regulations and changing processes imposed
upon them. To keep pace, IT departments are developing new applications and
enhancing existing systems to ensure their organizations stay ahead but deploying new
functionality in a complex technical environment brings risks and can cause significant
damage when not managed well. Failures in business critical systems and breaches of
security can have a substantial and long-term impact on financial institutions.
When done well the verification and testing of financial applications can not only reduce
the risk of failures in business critical systems but delivers systems with improved quality
that can be deployed faster, saving time and money. It is too late to wait until after
development to uncover problems in test - quality should be built into applications
throughout the development lifecycle.
Many organizations focus their security investments on perimeter defences such as
firewalls and intrusion detection and prevention systems. Unfortunately this networkbiased approach, while an important part of a security architecture, isn’t sufficient. The
majority of malicious attackers target the applications to outwit perimeter defences.
This means security can be breached if applications are not designed, developed and
tested to defend themselves. Security needs to be built into applications throughout
the development lifecycle if critical data and systems are to be protected effectively.

How We Can Help
TVS is a specialist test and verification company bringing many years of expertise in
verifying and testing business, mission and safety critical software, hardware and
systems to the financial services sector. We can:
 Help you improve your verification and test processes to deliver higher quality,
more secure applications
 Exploit test automation to speed up testing and reduce costs
 Provide a flexible onsite/offshore cost-effective test capability to support your
application testing
 Help you introduce effective application security testing into your test/QA teams
 Ensure your designers and developers know how to build security controls into
your applications
 Carry out cost-effective and enhanced penetration testing of your externally
visible applications
To find out how our asureTEST and asureSECURE services can
help you protect your business critical systems and data contact:
sales@testandverification.com

